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What’s the problem?

Technology Enabled Health & Care Services can improve peoples’ lives and extend service reach ... but they are hard to buy at scale.

What is feasible? What can the market offers? Who knows that? Apples & Oranges, how to compare the options?

Procurement rules & legislations? How to buy innovation?
What’s the answer?

A procurement template would be handy. One that:

• makes procurement of cost effective health outcomes easier.

• has an element of Payment by Results and KPIs to measure that.

• deals with all the detail (interoperability, legal, regulatory & ethical issues, etc).
STOPandGO is doing it – we’d appreciate your input now ...

The European Specification Template will:
- stimulate public procurement of innovative telehealthcare (eHealth/TECS) services.
- make it easier and meet peoples’ needs earlier.
- be usable across EU.

The draft EST is available for your feedback at http://stopandgoproject.eu/est
in an Open Market Consultation …

runs until September. The objectives of the OMC are:

• to inform about the tender process, in order to achieve the widest participation of interested parties
• to get a insight into the market to know what is do-able with the current state of the art
• to get comments and suggestions from the potential bidders

JOIN OUR LINKEDING GROUP!!!!!!
STOPandGO
https://www.linkedin.com/grp/home?gid=8301840
… before we spend the money!

> 17 M€ In Innovative local procurements across Europe
(20% of procurement costs funded by EU)
Thank you!
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